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Abstract: In this paper, DC, transient, and RF performances among AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with a no
field plate structure (basic), a conventional gate field plate structure (GFP), and a double floating field
plate structure (2FFP) were studied by utilizing SILVACO ATLAS 2D device technology computer-
aided design (TCAD). The peak electric fields under the gate in drain-side can be alleviated effectively
in 2FFP devices, compared with basic and GFP devices, which promotes the breakdown voltage (BV)
and suppresses the current collapse phenomenon. As a result, the ON-resistance increase caused
by the current collapse phenomena is dramatically suppressed in 2FFP ~19.9% compared with GFP
~49.8% when a 1 ms duration pre-stress was applied with Vds = 300 V in the OFF-state. Because of the
discontinuous FP structure, more electric field peaks appear at the edge of the FFP stacks, which leads
to a higher BV of ~454.4 V compared to the GFP ~394.3 V and the basic devices ~57.6 V. Moreover,
the 2FFP structure performs lower a parasitic capacitance of Cgs = 1.03 pF and Cgd = 0.13 pF than
those of the GFP structure (i.e., Cgs = 1.89 pF and Cgd = 0.18 pF). Lower parasitic capacitances lead
to a much higher cut-off frequency (f t) of 46 GHz and a maximum oscillation frequency (f max) of
130 GHz than those of the GFP structure (i.e., f t = 27 GHz and f max = 93 GHz). These results illustrate
the superiority of the 2FFP structure for RF GaN HEMT and open up enormous opportunities for
integrated RF GaN devices.

Keywords: AlGaN/GaN high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs); floating field plate (FFP);
breakdown voltage; current collapse; frequency response; TCAD

1. Introduction

AlGaN/GaN-based high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) are highly promising
for high frequency and high voltage applications relying on a high electron saturation
velocity, high critical electric field (3.3 MV/cm), and high electron mobility as well as a
high channel carrier density induced by the piezoelectric and spontaneous polarization
effects [1–4]. However, major obstacles for radio frequency GaN HEMT are the limited
breakdown voltage, increased parasitic capacitance, and the severe current collapse phe-
nomenon due to the shortening of channel length with the device size scaling down [5–8].
Breakdown voltage enhanced by applying a conventional gate field plate structure is re-
stricted and the f t and f max degradation will also appear on account of extra parasitic
capacitances Cgs and Cgd induced by the extended metal material of continuous FP. The
breakdown voltage improvement of radio frequency size GaN HEMTs with reduced current
collapse phenomenon and maintained RF characteristics are pressing and significant.
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Recently, researchers have improved the device’s breakdown and current collapse
suppression characteristics by a series of methods. The high electric breakdown enables
high-voltage operation and improves the efficiency. To enhance the device’s performance,
increasing the breakdown voltage is necessary, and many forms of technology have been
reported and developed to achieve this goal. The BV of GaN HEMT is improved by incorpo-
ration of conventional GFP [9], a source field plate (SFP) [10], a drain field plate (DFP) [11],
multiple grating field plates [12], a buried p-type layer [13], acceptor doping in the buffer
layer [14], a back barrier structure [15,16], a quantum well plate (QWP) structure [17], a
local charge compensation trench (LCCT) [18], and a recessed floating field plate (RFFP)
structure [19]. Thereafter, enormous amounts of literature have been published on FP-
based AlGaN/GaN HEMTs in which the features of FP architectures including reliability,
design optimization, and the BV increased mechanism have been investigated [20–22].
FP-alleviated current collapse phenomena and mechanisms are reported as well [23–27].
For RF devices, parasitic capacitances are increased by FP structures inevitably which will
directly degrade the RF characteristics of devices such as f t and f max. The FFP structure is
based on the grating gate FP structure without biasing applied on each FFP stack. However,
a systematic study of the effects of FFP on its breakdown, current collapse phenomena, and
frequency response characteristics are lacking.

In this work, we systematically investigate the breakdown, current collapse and RF
characteristics of the basic, GFP, and 2FFP structure AlGaN/GaN HEMTs by utilizing
TCAD SILVACO ATLAS simulation tools [28] after geometry parameters optimization
including the thickness of gate, the effective length of FP, and the quantity of FFP stacks of
HEMTs. Subsequently, we demonstrate a radio frequency size 2FFP structure HEMT with
excellent breakdown performance, current collapse suppression, and RF characteristics.
The devices present a high BV of 454.4 V, an excellent current collapse suppression effect,
the parasitic capacitances Cgs ~1.03 pF and Cgd ~0.13 pF, along with a high f t and f max of
46 GHz and 130 GHz, respectively. Moreover, the GFP structure HEMTs on the condition
that the BV performance is optimized the best are also studied for making comparisons with
the 2FFP structure. Compared with the JFOM of the GFP device, which is 10.65 THz·V, the
proposed 2FFP device performs almost two times better in terms of the JFOM (i.e., JFOM
of 2FFP = 20.90 THz·V). Besides much higher BV, 2FFP devices have a more outstanding
current collapse suppression ability and capability of resistance to RF characteristics’ degra-
dation, which reveals the extraordinary potential of the 2FFP structure compared to the
GFP structure as an efficient comprehensive performance improvement scheme applied in
RF GaN HEMT devices.

2. Device Structure Design and Simulation Setup

The basic, GFP, and 2FFP structures implemented for TCAD simulations are shown in
Figure 1a–c. The AlGaN/GaN HEMT consists of a 15 nm i-Al0.23Ga0.77N barrier layer with
a 35 nm i-GaN channel layer, a 1 µm Al0.05Ga0.95N buffer layer, a 0.3 µm Si3N4 passivation
layer, and a sapphire substrate. The device under simulating features a gate length (LG) of
0.1 µm, a gate–source distance (LGS) of 0.5 µm, and a gate–drain distance (LGD) of 2.5 µm.
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Calibration is a necessary process for III–V compound simulation processes. In this
simulation work, the semiconductor parameters of the GaN and AlGaN material are setup
as shown in Table 1 according to the calibration results from the works of Karmalkar et al. [9].
In addition, the important models such as the IMPACT SELB model and POLARIZATION
models are calibrated as well to make sure the breakdown characteristics and 2DEG
concentration in the channel are reasonable. The interface trap, located at 0.8 eV below the
conduction band edge was used. The areal density of the interface traps used in this work
was 2 × 1012/cm2. The acceptor trap concentration in the buffer layer is 1 × 1018/cm2

at a trap energy location of 1 eV below the conduction band edge. The capture cross-
sections for electrons and holes are 1 × 10−15/cm2 with a degeneracy factor of one. The
models incorporated for the simulations are: FERMI for the fermi statistics model; SRH
for the carrier generation and recombination model; FLDMOB and ALBRCT to account
for the mobility and saturation velocity effects; GANSAT for the nitride-specific mobility
model; the IMPACT SELB impact ionization model for activating avalanche breakdown
simulations; the trap model to configure the trap effects; and CALC.STRAIN to calculate
the strain and the POLARIZATION model are invoked for epitaxial strain due to the lattice
mismatch and spontaneous polarization.

Table 1. Calibration semiconductor parameters for GaN and AlGaN.

Parameters GaN AlGaN

Eg300 (eV) 3.4 3.96
Affinity (eV) – 3.82

Align 0.8 0.8
Permittivity 9.5 9.5

Mun (cm2/V-s) 900 600
Mup (cm2/V-s) 10 10

Vsatn (cm/s) 2 × 107 –
Nc300 (/cm3) 1.07 × 1018 2.07 × 1018

Nv300 (/cm3) 1.16 × 1018 1.16 × 1018

The critical variables associated with the device geometry parameters for optimization
include the thickness of the gate (TG), effective length of the field plate (LFP), and the
quantity of floating field plate stacks (nFFP). The FP structure conforms with the trend
verified by Shreepad Karmalkar et al. [9] that the longer FP’s effective length pursues a
higher BV. It is feasible to qualitatively anticipate several important trends in the behavior
of the BV as a function of the three variables, TG, LFP, and nFFP by simulations with one
variable changed at a time in the individual test. For verifying the superiority of the FFP
structure, the GFP structure is firstly optimized to the highest BV condition. Then, the nFFP
is set in the FFP structure to ensure the same FP’s effective length as the GFP structure to
configure the most suitable FFP structure.

The optimum thickness of gate is obtained from the simulation of BV as a function
of TG with other variables constant. In Figure 2a, the effect of varying the TG is present
to confirm the trend that BV declines dramatically as TG increased more than 0.05 µm.
With the TG increasing, the distance between the FP and the channel gets further, so that
the electric field modulation ability of FP for channel gradually decline. Considering the
actually manufacturing process of gate metal, the optimum TG is supposed to be chosen as
0.05 µm.

The optimum length of the field plate is required to achieve the maximum BV with a
constant TG at the optimum value (i.e., TG = 0.05 µm). The result in Figure 2b implies that
the modulation of LFP is actually a balance process. The field distribution along with the
2DEG consists of two electric field peaks near the drain-side edge of the gate and the field
plate. The short LFP causes the electric field peak in the edge of the gate dominating the
electric field intensity along the 2DEG. In contrast, the field plate’s edge appears to have
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a high electric field peak. The BV firstly presents a rise then a falling trend with the LFP
increasing which directly indicates the optimum LFP of 0.8 µm.
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After determining the optimum GFP structure parameters, the same effective length
of field plate is controlled to optimize the quantity of the FFP. For the FFP structure, the
effective field plate length can be calculated by Equation (1).

LFP = LGFP +
n

∑
i=1

Lspacing,n +
n

∑
i=1

LFFP,n (1)

After a series of different FFP stack simulation experiments, the FFP stacks’ length
and spacing are set as 150 nm and 50 nm for the highest BV, respectively. Figure 2c
shows the dependence of the quantity of FFP stacks with the BV which reveals that the
highest breakdown voltage is realized when the quantity of the stacks equals two. The
optimum geometry structures of the gate are applied in the simulations and are illustrated
in Figure 2a,b. For GFP HEMT, the LFP is optimized to 0.8 µm. To control the same FP’s
effective length, the LGFP is set as 0.4 µm with the 150 nm floating stack length (i.e., LFFP,1
and LFFP,2) and 50 nm spacing (i.e., Lspacing,1 and Lspacing,2),in the 2FFP structure as shown
in Figure 1c.

3. Simulation Results and Discussion
3.1. DC Characteristics

In Figure 3a, the typical DC transfer characteristics and Gm curves of the basic, GFP,
and 2FFP structure HEMT devices are shown. The results reveal that the threshold voltages
of the devices are not impacted significantly on account of the FP structure. As extracted
from the results, the drain current at Vgs = 3 V is 0.750 A for the basic structure, and that of
0.746 A for the GFP structure, compared with that of 0.748 A for the 2FFP structure. There
exists a decrease in the drain current in the GFP and 2FFP devices, which is attributed to
the extension part of the gate which is equivalent to the enlargement of the effective gate
length, thus causing the current degradation [29]. The maximum Gm of the basic, GFP, and
2FFP HEMTs are 383.8 mS/mm, 382.5 mS/mm and 386.7 mS/mm, respectively.

Figure 3b,c demonstrates the breakdown curves of the basic, GFP and 2FFP structures
in the OFF-state and the electric field distribution along the 2DEG channel length. In
this work, the BV is extracted from the intersection of the saturation segment and the
rapidly rising segment due to the impact ionization [9]. When high voltage is biased on
the drain electrode, the floating field plate stacks will be induced, become equipotential
bodies, and possess different voltages. These stacks can receive the electric field line from
the channel and alleviate the electric field crowed at the edge of gate and GFP. As shown
in Figure 3d, compared to the conventional GFP, the 2FFP device appears to have four
electric field peaks, and the FFP stacks can help the electric field relax in the channel. The
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2FFP structure exhibits a 454.4 V breakdown voltage which is 60.1 V higher than the GFP
structure. Compared with the 2FFP structure, basic and GFP devices comprehensively
perform a higher electric field intensity in the 2DEG channel. This is because the 2FFP
structure has more electric field peaks due to the charge induction between each FFP stack.
As a consequence, more charged stack edges are generated and they redistribute and reduce
the electric field intensity peak there. As a result, the electric field distribution of 2FFP
devices becomes smoother than the other structures, which means that 2FFP devices have
the best electric field modulation function. The improvement in the BV makes higher drain
bias possible, yielding better power performance with brilliant reliability.
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3.2. Transient Characteristic

On account of the surface lattice dislocations, dangling bond, and other damage during
the fabrication process, a high density of donor-like traps, also known as surface states, are
located at the surface of AlGaN. Due to the high electric field intensity stress under the
drain-side edge of the gate in the OFF-state, the electrons inject from the gate and move
across the metal/semiconductor interface by tunneling and thermal emission as shown
in Figure 4a. These injected electrons are trapped by the donor-like traps leading to a
reduction in 2DEG with the traction impact of a high horizontal electric field between the
drain and gate. However, trapped electrons during the OFF-state stress in 2FFP structure
devices are much less frequent than those in the basic and GFP structure because of the
better electric field modulation in 2FFP structure devices. When it turns to ON-state, the
electrons injected from the gate are reduced greatly owing to the lower electrical field at the
gate’s edge. So, the electrons’ emission and recombination processes are terminated. The
electrons trapped in the donor-like traps detrap and move back into the channel as shown
in Figure 4b.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagrams of (a) the OFF-state electrons inject-out process and (b) the ON-state
electron inject-in process in the 2FFP structure.

The extent of the current collapse phenomenon can be discussed using the ON-
resistance increase ratio (i.e., (Ron, dynamic – Ron, static)/Ron, static) which can be used to assess
the basic, GFP, and 2FFP structure suppression capability results. The results are carried out
by pulsed measurements, where the gate voltage switches from the ON-state (Vgs = 2 V) to
the OFF-state (Vgs = −5 V) and then to the ON-state (Vgs = 2 V), while applying a drain bias
voltage Vds from 20 V to 300 V with the increase step of 20 V for each test in the OFF-state.
The two ON-states and the OFF-state duration times are fixed at 1ms as shown in Figure 5a.
With the OFF-state stress Vds increasing, higher electric field peaks appear at the drain-side
edge of the gate. Therefore, more electrons will be injected and the ON-state resistance will
increase more acutely. The increase in the ON-resistance ratio is dramatically suppressed
by the GFP and 2FFP structure compared with the basic structure as shown in Figure 5b.
Due to the high electric field peak appearing at the drain-side edge of the gate, the basic
structure performs the most serious current collapse phenomenon when Vds = 20 V and
40 V before the breakdown bias (i.e., Vds < 57.6 V). The advanced current collapse suppres-
sion ability of 2FFP devices compared with GFP devices is revealed when the OFF-state
stress Vds is higher than 200 V because of the better electric field relaxation of the 2FFP
structure. The ON-resistance increase ratio reaches 49.8% for the GFP structure which is
much higher than that of the 2FFP structure ~19.9% when the OFF-state Vds = 300 V. From
these results, the 2FFP devices perform the highest current collapse suppression ability
compared with the basic and GFP devices. As Figure 5c has shown, when the devices are
in the ON-state, the conduction band energy at the interface of the heterojunction is lower
than the fermi-level (i.e., 0 eV) so that the electrons will be accumulated there. When it is
switched to the OFF-state, the energy band will have a different extent rise for GFP and
2FFP devices. In addition, the conduction band energy will be lifted up above the fermi
level. Therefore, the electrons will be trapped into the traps due to the surface state.
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between the ON-resistance increase ratio caused by the current collapse phenomenon and the applied
voltage as a function of the basic, GFP, and 2FFP structures, and (c) conduction/valence band energy
of the GFP and 2FFP devices during the ON-state and OFF-state extracted from the upper bound of
AlGaN to the lower bound of GaN at the drain-side edge of the gate.

3.3. RF Characteristics

The parasitic capacitances Cgs and Cgd versus Vds varying from 10 V to 30 V are
shown in Figure 6a, which reveals the excellent RF performance of the 2FFP structure
because of low parasitic capacitances. All of the the results are extracted at a 6 GHz
AC small signal condition and the set Vgs = −1 V. The results show that Cgd gradually
decreases with the increase in Vds and the Cgs behaviors are the opposite, conforming to
the conclusion reported by Che-Yang Chiang et al. [29]. FP-based HEMTs perform higher
parasitic capacitances than those of basic HEMT structures due to the additional induced
capacitance from the field plate structure. The basic structure shows the base line level of
parasitic capacitances, along with Cgs = 0.56 pF and Cgd = 0.08 pF when Vds = 10 V. The Cgs
and Cgd in the 2FFP structure are 1.03 pF and 0.13 pF, respectively, extracted at Vds = 10 V,
and they are lower than those from the GFP HEMT (i.e., Cgs = 1.89 pF and Cgd = 0.18 pF),
revealing the abundant high frequency application field potential in the 2FFP structure.
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The typical small signal characteristics for the GFP and 2FFP structure devices can be
seen in Figure 6b,c. The cut-off frequency f t value is extracted from the extrapolation of
the |H21|2 parameter, where its slope equals −20 dB/dec and reaches the gain of 0 dB.
The maximum oscillation frequency f max value is extracted from the unilateral power gain,
where its slope equals −20 dB/dec and reaches the gain of 0 dB. Compared with GFP
structure HEMT device, the 2FFP structure device possesses higher f t and f max values of
46 GHz and 130 GHz, respectively, which are almost one and a half times higher than those
of GFP HEMT.

The additional FP functions as the insertion of parasitic capacitances among all of the
electrodes so that it restrains the device’s performances under small signal RF conditions,
causing lower f t and f max. Especially in mm-wave devices which have a shorter LG and
channel length, f t and f max are considerably sensitive to the parasitic capacitances (i.e., Cgs
and Cgd). The equations for f t and f max are Equations (2) and (3) [30].

ft =
gm

2π
(

Cgs + Cgd

) (2)

fmax =
fT

2
√
(Ri + Rs + Rg)/

(
Rds + 2π fT RgCgd

) (3)
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The device with the 2FFP structure features lower Cgd and Cgs than the GFP structure,
with it acquiring excellent RF performance accompanied by an increased breakdown
voltage. The Johnson figure of merit (JFOM) is a commonly used parameter to judge RF
GaN devices. The JFOM is depicted in Equation (4) [31]. Compared with the JFOM of the
GFP device, which is 10.65 THz·V, the proposed 2FFP device performs almost two times
better in terms of the JFOM. Therefore, the potential of the 2FFP structure in RF GaN is
obvious. The results are summarized in Table 2.

JFOM = ft × BV (4)

Table 2. BV, f t, and JFOM calculated summary for basic, GFP, and 2FFP structures.

Devices BV (V) f t (GHz) JFOM (THz·V)

basic 57.6 93 1.03
GFP 394.3 27 10.65
2FFP 454.4 46 20.90

Some FP and gate structure works have also been reported earlier in [32,33] where
different gate structure configurations were investigated for DC and RF performance.
The performance comparison for different types of gate structures, field plates, and the
proposed 2FFP structure is shown in Table 3. The 2FFP structure performs the better among
these device structures. For RF GaN devices, higher gm, BV, f t and f max are pursued where
all the goals are achieved by 2FFP devices and this presents a better alternative.

Table 3. Summary of the device performance parameters of this work compared with previous work.

Parameter
Previous Work [32,33]

Proposed 2FFP
Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V GFP GGFP

gm (S/mm) 0.29 0.25 0.29 0.28 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.38
BV (V) – - - - - - 270 454

f t (GHz) 14.14 17.33 21.79 14.52 25.87 17.61 28.34 46
f max (GHz) 35.5 28.2 44.65 35.45 53.1 44 80 130

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a systematic procedure has been carried investigated for a device struc-
ture optimization method which investigates the thickness of the gate, the effective length
of the FP, and the quantity of FFP stacks to obtain the maximum BV. Based on the optimized
2FFP, GFP, and basic structure HEMTs, the transfer characteristic, breakdown voltage,
parasitic capacitance, and frequency response were analyzed and discussed. The geometry
parameters of optimized AlGaN/GaN HEMTs are verified by applying SILVACO ATLAS
2D simulation. In the 2FFP structure, the increased BV of 454.4 V, the excellent current
collapse suppression effect, the low parasitic capacitance Cgs of 1.03 pF and Cgd of 0.13 pF,
and the improved f t = 46 GHz and f max = 130 GHz were achieved. The 2FFP structure
realizes the increased BV as well as the suppressed RF characteristics’ degradation, which
are not realizable for GFP structure HEMT. It was observed that the 2FFP structure demon-
strates a robust potential in RF-scale GaN HEMT compared with the conventional gate
field plate structure.
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